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The influence of Lewis Carroll’s life on his work. Tenniel’s illustrations for Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. The Jabberwocky. Drug influences in the books. Below you can find all original illustrations from Through the Looking Glass and what Alice found there, drawn by John Tenniel. Click on the thumbnail images to enlarge the illustration and/or browse through them. Or download all illustrations at once (zip-file). Lewis Carroll has been telling another modern fairy tale to those three fortunate young ladies who have him for their fabulist, and now the result lies before us in a charming Christmas book, where those thousands of children of a larger or smaller growth who have laughed over the adventures of Alice, that most delightful of little girls, may follow their heroine through. The realm of marvels which she visits on this occasion is Looking-glass House, part of which she has often seen in the drawing-room; but her curiosity is strongly excited about the rest.